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Abstract 

Near-infrared, sob-alcserond seeing images obtained with the W M 
Keck I Telescope of show strong evolution at rest-frame optical wave- 
lengths in the mo~pbologies of hi& ledshift radio galaxies (HzRGs) with 
1 9 < z < 4 4 The structures change fiom largc~scale low surface bright- 
noes regions suuounding blight, multiple component and often radio- 
aligned featmes at z > 3, to much more compact and symmetrical shapes 
at z < 3 The linear sizes (- 10 kpc) and luminosities (MB - -20 to 
-22) of the individual components in the z > 3 HzRGs ale similar to the 
total sizes and tuminosities of normal, radio-quiet, star forming galaxies 
seen at z = 3 - 4 

‘R’-band, 0 1” resolution images with the Hubble Space Telescope of 
one of these HzRGs, 4C41 17 at z = 3 800, show that at rest-frame UV 
wavelengths the g&xv morphology bleak8 up in even smaller, - 1 kpc- 
sized components embedded in a large halo of low suface brightness emis- 
sion The blight& UV emission is from a radiowaligned, edge-brightened 
feature (4C41 17.North) downstream from a bright radio knot A narrow- 
band Ly-a image, also obtained with HST, shows an ax-shaped Ly-a fea- 
tule at this same location, suggestive of a strong jet/cloud collision 

Deep spectropotaimetric obsavations with the W M Keck II Tete- 
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scope of 4C41 17 show that the radio-aligned UV continuum is unpolar- 
ized Instead the tot,al light spectrum shows ahsorption lines and P-Cygni 
type teatmes that are similar to the radioequiet z = 3 - 4 star forming 
galaxies This shows that the rest-frame UV light in 4C41 17 is dominated 
by starlight, not scattered light from a hidden AGN The combined HST 
and Kcck data suggest that the radio--aligned rest-frame UV continuum 
is probably caused by jet-induced &al formation 

The strong morphological evolution suggests that we see the fist ev- 
idence for the assemblage of massive elliptic&, the parent population 
of vay powerful radio sources at much lowel redshifts The presente of 
radio aligned teatures in many of the z > 3 HzRGs suggests, by analogy to 
4C41 17, that jet&induced star formation may be a common phenomenon 
in these galaxies in their early stages of formation 

1 Introduction 

Radio wuces have allowed the identification of luminous galaxies out to ex- 
tremely high ledshifts Optical/near-IR campaigns during the past few yeas 
by several groups have resulted in the discovery of numerous radio galaxies at 
2 > 2, including 20 with z > 3, and 3 with z > 4 (set De Brruck et al 1998, 
this volume) At lowm redshifts powerful radio somces ale consistently identi- 
fied with giant elliptical and cD galaxies, suggesting that at high tedshifts we 
may be observing these massive galaxies in theil early stages of evolution While 
leccntly developed techniques of finding very distant stal-forming galaxies are 
yielding substantial ‘normal’ galaxy populations at z > 3 (Steidel et al 1996; 
Dickinson 1998), radio galaxy samples remain the best means of finding, and 
studying, the most massive galaxies at the highest ledshifts In ‘traditional’ 
models such galaxies axe thought to fcnm early (zp > 5), while in ‘hieralchi- 
cal models this process is thought to take much longa (e 9 Kauffmann and 
Challot 1998) Observations of HzRGs may thelefcne provide a unique oppor- 
tunity to study massive faming galaxies at the highest ledshifts and may help 
discriminate between these two vay different cosmogonies 

We discuss the results of ow near-IR imaging program with the W M 
Keck Telescope I to investigate the morphological evolution of HzRGs between 
1 9 < 2 < 4 4, and a detailed study of one of these objects (4C41 17 at t = 3 800) 
to determine the nature of its radio-aligned continuum using the Hubble Space 
Telesrope (continuum and emission line imaging) and the W M Keck Telescope 
II (spect~oplarimetIy) 

We adopt Ho = 50 km s-l Mpc-‘, qo = 0 0, and A = 0 The assumed 



cosmology implies a angula size scale of 13-14 kpr acscrel fol the redshift 
~aqy? z = 1 9 ~ 4 4 ~ovelrd Fw q” = 0 1 the conesponding angula size scale 
is 14% 33% less at these redshifts 

2 Keck near-infrared imaging of HzRGs 

Neat-infialed, 0 4” 0 7” seeing images &tabled with the W Iv1 Krck I Tele- 
scope of HzRGs with 1 9 < z < 4 4 show stloug morphological evolution at 
red frame upticnl (A,,,, > 40UOA) wavelengths (van Breugrl et al 1998, Fig- 
me 1) At the highest ledshifts, t > 3, the lest-frame visual molphologies 
exhibit structue on at lest two d&lent scales xelativcly bright, compact 
components with typical sizes of -10 kpc anrounded by large-scale (- 50 - 
100 kpc) diffuse emission The brightest components ae often aligned with 
tbc radio sowces, and theil individual luminosities ale Mu - -20 to -22 FOI 
Lompaison, pleseu-epoch L, galaxies and, pahaps more appropriately, ultra- 
luminous infialed stabust galaxies, have, on awlage, MB - -21 0 The total, 
integmted lest~fiams B-band luminosities ale 3 - 5 magnitudes more luminous 
than present epoch L, galaxies 

The p~esencc of radio-aligned optical features suggests a <ausal connection 
with the AGN The most popula explanations fol such an alignment effect, 
which is most prominent at rest-frame UV wavelengths, include induced star 
formation, nebula continuum emission, 01 scattered light from a hidden quasar 
.4t z - 1 and 2 - 2 5 (Dey, this volu~ne, Cinratti et al , this volume) the presence 
of strongly yolnliz:rd light is evidence in suppott of the latter However, deep 
16~ k spa tzopolarirnetry of two t > 3 radio galaxies shows that at these higher 
ledshifts the light may be dominated by hot young stals (see section below; and 
Dey, this volume) 

At lower redshifts, z < 3, the zest-frame optical moIphologies become 
smaller, more centrally concentrated, and less aligned with the radio structure 
Galaxy sutace btigbtness profiles for the z. < 3 HzRGs ae muth steepa than 
those of at t > 3 We attempted to fit the z < 3 suface brightness profiles with 
a de Vaucouleu~s 1~1’ law and with an exponential law, the forms commonly 
used to fit elliptical and spiral galaxy profiles, respect,ively We demonstrate the 
fitting for our best resolved object at z < 3, 3C 257 at z = 2 474 (Figure 1) 
Within the limited dynamical range of the data, both functional forms fit the 
ohsaved profiles-neither is preferred Intaestingly, despite this strong KNX- 
phologicsl evolution the I< - z ‘Hubble’ diagram fol the most luminous radio 
galaxies remains valid even at the highest ledshifts, where a latge fraction of 
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Figure 1. Selected near-IR images of HzRGs, presented in order of decreasing 
rcdshift, and the surface hrightness profile of 3C257 

the K-band continuum is due to a radio-aligned component (see De Bleuck et 
al 1 this volume) 

3 HST imaging of 4C 41.17 

4C41 17 at z = 3 800 was one of the first truly HzRGs discovered (Chambers et 
al 1990) Previous obsavations with the abelrated HST showed that the optical 
continuum of 4C41 17 is very clumpy and aligned with the inner radio source 
(Miley et al 1992) Much imploved obsavations wae subsequently obtained 
with the refurbished HST, including a deep rest-frame UV image (F702W filter, 
A..t - 1430 A, 6 0 hrs exposure), and a Ly-a image (LRF filter at A, N 5830 
A, 2 0 hrs exposure) One of the field objects in the HST images was also seen 
at noal-IR (Graham et al 1994; object # 16) and radio wavelengths (Carilli et 
al 1994) This was used to align the HST and radio frames with an estimated 
relative arcuracy of - 0 1” The central, radio-aligned UV and Ly-a emission 
is shown in Figure 2 with the 0 21” resolution radio X-band image from Carilli 
et al overlaid Figure 3 shows the HST continuum image of the entire 4C41 17 
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system smoothed to 0 3” lcsolrltion to enhance low smface brightness featmes 
The sta fotmalion latcs (S F R ) of the vmious components as deduced from 
t,hr lest-frame UV HST photometry ale listed in Table 1 We have assumed 
L D - 104”’ ergs-‘A-’ for a S FR = 1 MO/y1 (Conti et al 1996) and ,500 4 
no dust reddening (which is smely a Iowa limit, given the detection of dust at 
sllhPmm wavelengths in 4C41 17 by Dunlop et al 1994) 

Table 1 
Luminosities and Star Formation Rates 

4c41 17 Diam LLW?.C LhC77l.C SFR 

Camp kv 1043 sgs-’ 1041 ergs-‘A-’ MdY’ 
NW 11 83f06 57f02 60 
NE 11 217f07 198f03 200 
NEE 11 124fO6 2s*o2 30 
s 22 < 3 8 (30) 113&03 110 
Total 65 137 i 6 659fll 660 
N-Knots 3 05-40 5 - 40 
S-Knots 3 05-10 5 10 

3.1 Aligned UV and Ly-cr emission: jet-induced star for- 
mation? 

The HST images show that the 4C41 17 system consists of two components 
4C41 17.North with a bright string of UV knots and Ly-a emission along the 
radio axis, and 4C41 17.South with several much fainter knots, distributed in 
random fashion throughout a low surface brightness halo The blight& radio 
knot in 4C41 17.North is associated with the brightest UV knot and arc-like 
Ly-a emission Downstream from this knot (NEE, Table 1) the radio source 
curves towards a faint, very steep spectrum NE lobe (see Carilli et al 1994), 
while upstream (NE, Table 1) from this knot, towards the central radio axe, the 
UV continuum appears edge-brightened These morphological featmes suggest 
a strong intelaction between the ndio jet and dense ambient gas and, in fact, 
me as expected in jet-induced star formation models whele sideways shocks 
induce starfolmation in the dense medium of forming galaxies (e 9 De Young 
1989, Bicknell et al 1998) 
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4C4117 (z=3.800) 

Figure 2. HST WFPCZ images of 4C41 17.North through the F702W (%-band), 
F569W (includes Ly-a ) and Ly-a filters A X-band radio map from Carilli et al is 
superimposed 



3.2 The clumpy UV and Ly-n halo: a forming massive 
galaxy? 

The entire 4C41 17 system is embedded in a cwmncm halo of diffuse, low SUI- 
face lxighrness emission whirh extends ova a very large aca of 54&i kpc x 
76/z;: kpr (5” x 7” ) This includes 5 faint Iegion, 4C41 17.South, with half 
a dozen compact knots distributed in landan fashion Spectroscopic obselva- 
tions have shown that 4C41 17.South is indeed at the same redshift as 4C41 17. 
North (Dey et al 1999) The range of UV luminosities and SF R mtes for 
the individual knots in 4C41 17-South is lower than in 4C41 17.North, and very 
simila to the ‘namal’ (radio-quiet) Lyman-bleak galaxies discovcred by Stei- 
del et al (1996) The landan distribution and on average lowa S F R in t.he 
4C41 17.South knots suggests that sta formation hele is unaided by bowshocks 
from the radio jet 

The Kerk near-IR images have shown that. the entire 4C41 17 system (North 
+ South) has a very blue (line-free) continuum, with R - K, = 2 7 ;t 0 1 in a 
3” cinula apeltme (Graham et al 1994) From these same data we have 
estimated that 4C41 17.South itself may even be blueI, with R ~ Ii, - 2 2 f 0 2 
in a 1 9” circular apertme Such cokxs ale rommonly found for galaxies in the 
3 < t < 4 mnge, and ale thought to indicate ongoing st,ar foxnation (see for 
example Eismhadt and Dickinson 1992 [B2 0902+34], Steidel et al 1996 [‘Lv- 
lxeak’ galaxies]) In 4C41 17.South perhaps as much as 80% of the continuum 
is due to low surface brightness emission so that, on the basis of its blue ~olols, 
it appears that sta formation occus not only in compact, kpc-sized stabulsts, 
but also throughout the 4C41 17.South legion, and indeed pahaps the en&e 
4C41 17 system The total integrated UV luminosity of 4C41 17, ova a region 
app’uximately 60 kpc in diameta and including the compact and low surface 
lxightnrss regions, then implies a total SFR of at least - 660 Ma/yr (Table 1) 
Of this pahaps as much as 2/3 of the star faxnation may he occuing in the 
in&-knot legions If the total star formation would continue at this rate for 
2x108-2x lo9 yls an enthe massive elliptical galaxy of 10” Mo-10” MO might 
be assembled between z - 4 and t - 2 5, consistent with the morphological 
evolution fol HzRGs seen in the near-IR Keck observations (Section 2) 

The HST observations of 4C 41 17 thus seem to suggest that the fmmation 
of massive elliptic& might occur on two different length scales One in which 
relatively dense, 1- 10 kpc-sized star faming legions evolve separately and then 
merge, and one which involves star fcamation on a very much larger (- 70 kpc) 
scale The latter may be more dissipative in nature, as suggested by huge (- 
200 kpc), turbulent and possibly slowly lotating Ly-cu halo centered on 4C 41 17 



Figure 3. Smoothed vasion of the F702W image in Figure 1 showing the clumpy 
companion sy~tmn 4C41 17.South 

(Chambas et al 1990, Dq et al 1999) Quite possibly the stal formation on 
these small and large scales proceeds on different time scales and with diffaent 
mass functions As ealicr suggested by Kolmendy (1989), hybrid galaxy for- 
mation models, involving both dissipationless waging of stellar systems and of 
dissipative collapse, may lx needed to understand the formation of vcly massive 
galaxies 

4 Keck spectropolarimetry of 4C41.17 

The deep spectropolarimetlic observations with the Keck II telescope by Dey 
et al (1997) have provided strong evidence in suppat of the jet-induced stal 
formation model for 4C41 17-North suggested above on the basis of the HST and 
radio molphologies These observations showed that the bright, Iadio-aligned 
rest-fiamc UV continuum is unpolarized (P~v (2~) < 4%) This implies that 
scattmed AGN light, which is generally the dominant contributor to the lest- 
flame UV emission in z - 1 radio galaxies, is unlikely to be a majo component 
of the UV flux from 4C 41 17 Instead, the total light specttum shows absorption 
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Figure 4 Keck spectxum (Dey et al 1997) of the radio-aligned cornponcnt 4C41 17. 
iiolth, campaed with a UV spcctnurr of the \Volf-F&yet starbust galaxy NGC 1741 
(Conti et al 1996) 

lines and P-Cygn-like featucs that ae sinlila to those detected in the spectra 
of the leccntly discovered population of stal foEming galaxies at slightly lowa 
(z - 2 -3) Iedshift,s (Fig 4) The detection of the S VX1502 stellar photosphaic 
absorption line, the shape of the blue wing of the Si IV profile, the unpolarized 
continuum emission, the inability of other AGN-l&ted processes to account fox 
the UV continuum flux, and the overall similarity of the UV continuum spectra 
of 4C 41 17 and the nearby star founing legion NGC 1741B strongly suggest 
that the light from 4C 41 17 is dominated by young, hot stas The presence 
of radio-aligned featues in many of the .z > 3 HzRGs suggests, by analogy 
to 4C41 17, tbat jet-induced star folmation may be a common phenomenon at 
these vex y high ledshifts 
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